
Punto y aparte - STUDY GUIDE FOR CHAPTER 3 - WEB CLASSES 
 

NOTE:    
 All chapter study guides follow the chronological order of due dates for assignments in each 
chapter. Please consult the course calendar for exact due dates for each assignment  and 
pace your study accordingly. 
 
1.   FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE CHAPTER CONTENT.    
Read over all chapter content in your textbook to get a feel for the vocabulary and grammar concepts taught.  
 
2.   VOCABULARY.   
      (A) Study the Chapter 3 Vocabulary:  Textbook page 85. 
      (B) Complete the LearnSmart Vocabulary module on Connect.   
 
3.   GRAMMAR.   
      (A) Study the main grammar concepts for this chapter in your textbook: 
 PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE: FORMATION. Textbook, page 226. 
 PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE IN NOUN CLAUSES:  Textbook, pages 227-228, Part C 
 FORMAL & INFORMAL COMMANDS:  Textbook, pages 232-233. Includes use with object pronouns. 
 
      (B)  Go to your CONNECT chapter folder content and watch the GRAMMAR VIDEO tutorials with quizzes:   
             (Not for a grade, but highly recommended as part of your study preparation.)     

             

 
 

    
   (C) Complete the LearnSmart Grammar module on Connect.   
 
 
4.   CULTURE readings for WORKBOOK / LAB MANUAL. 
       Read the text on hispanic culture required for the WORKBOOK/LAB MANUAL exercises:        
       La Revolución Mexicana:  Textbook page 107-108. 
 
 
5.   WORKBOOK / LAB MANUAL. 
       Complete the assignments in the Workbook/Lab Manual.   
       See next page for a detailed list of all exercises which also contain references to textbook pages. 
 



WORKBOOK/LAB MANUAL - Chapter 3               Abbreviations:    R = Recognition Level       P = Production Level 
 

CONCEPTS   EX. # 
WBLM 

DESCRIPTION 

INTRODUCTORY DIALOGUE: 
TEXTBOOK, p. 83                       

1 R - LA HISTORIA.  BUSCANDO EL EQUILIBRIO.  Listen and identify texts from 
dialogue as Narración en el pasado, or Reacción/Recomendación, or  
Comparación.  (OJO:  One example does not correspond to any of these 
categories.) 

VOCABULARY: 2 R - LO CONTRARIO. Match words with their opposites. 

TEXTBOOK: pp. 85-86 3 R - ¿CUÁL NO PERTENECE? Choose the word that doesn’t belong.  

(for all vocabulary exercises  4 R - ¿CIERTO O FALSO?  Decide if statements are true or false. 

unless otherwise noted below.) 5 R - OPCIONES. Choose correct word or expression to complete sentence. 

TEXTBOOK: p. 88 6 P - MATRIMONIOS RENOVABLES.  Fill in.   Choose the -ante/-ente adjective with  
  SER or the past participle (-ido/ado ending)  adjective with ESTAR.   
  Remember agreement of adjectives (number / gender) where necessary. 

 7 R - ¿CÓMO SE SIENTEN LOS 5 AMIGOS HOY?  Choose está or se siente (either is 
possible) + write the appropriate adjective in masculine or feminine.   

 8 P - PRÁCTICA ORAL.  Listen to voice mail messages and write the adjective that 
best describes how each person feels. Remember agreement in masc./fem. ! 

GRAMMAR REVIEW: 9 R - UNA PAREJA FAMOSA.  Identify the preterite verb forms in the reading. 

Preterite vs. Imperfect 10 R - UNA PAREJA FAMOSA.  Identify the imperfect verb forms in the reading. 

TEXTBOOK:  pp. 219-223 11 P - CULTURA.  UN EVENTO HISTÓRICO: La revolución mexicana.        
    Conjugate verbs in Preterite or Imperfect. 

 12 P - EL CALLEJÓN DEL BESO (Paso 1). Conjugate verbs in Preterite or Imperfect.  

GRAMMAR: 
Present Indicative vs. Subjunctive 

13 P - EL CALLEJÓN DEL BESO (Paso 2).  Complete 1st sentence with infinitive, and 
the 2nd with Present Subjunctive. 

TEXTBOOK: pp. 226; 227-228 C 14 P - EL CALLEJÓN DEL BESO (Paso 3).  Choose reason for using present  
    subjunctive or present indicative and conjugate verb according to your choice.  

 15 P - NUEVAS RESPONSABILIDADES.  Conjugate verb in present indicative 
/subjunctive OR infintive. Choose between SER or ESTAR when indicated. 

GRAMMAR: 
Formal & Informal Commands 

16 P - SEA MÁS DIRECTO.  Change subjunctive forms to the informal (Tú) 
command form: Es necesario que lo hagas.→ Hazlo. 

TEXTBOOK: pp. 232-234  You must also change words in bold face to the pronoun form*** and either:  
  attach (+ forms) OR place in front of the command (- forms). 

 17 P - ¡QUÉ PESADO!  Change INFORMAL (tú) affirmative commands to the 
negative form.  Remember: All object (direct or indirect) and reflexive 
pronouns*** MUST be placed BEFORE the command in the negative form. 
Example:   (+) Ayúdale con la tarea.   (-) No le ayudes con la tarea. 

 18 P - NO SEA TAN FORMAL.  Change FORMAL (Ud.) affirmative commands to 
INFORMAL (Tú) affirmative commands and attach direct object pronoun *** to 
replace specific object. Don’t forget to use the accent mark if the command 
form + object has more than 2 syllables.  Example:  ¡Cómpralo! 

 (+) = Affirmative verb form (-) = Negative verb form 
***PRONOUN FORMS NEEDED with EXERCISES USING COMMANDS:  (see also textbook pages referenced above) 
      DIRECT OBJECT PRONOUNS:  lo, la, los, las 
      INDIRECT OBJECT PRONOUNS: me, te, le (se), nos, os, les (se)  (le & les = change to “se” if BOTH object pronouns are used.) 
      REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS: me, te, se, nos, os, se 
 

6.   CHAPTER 3:  WRITING ASSESSMENT. 
Complete the Writing Assessment.  REMEMBER:  Even though you have access to this assignment before having  
completed previous work in LearnSmart Vocabulary, LearnSmart Grammar and the Workbook/ Lab manual, you need to 
complete the previous assignments before doing the writing, which is based on mastery of vocabulary & grammar. 

 
SEE NEXT PAGE FOR SPECIFIC OUTLINE OF CHAPTER TEST CONTENT 



7.   CHAPTER TEST 
       Take the Chapter 3 Test.  Remember that you have a 48-hour window for this, and that you MUST record 
       this on TEGRITY in order to get credit for the test. 
 
 To review: 

o Practice in LearnSmart Vocabulary & Grammar.   
o Use the chapter Grammar Video tutorials (see p. 1 of this file). 
o Re-do the activities in the Workbook/Lab Manual (after the due date, you will have  

to access them by logging on from your main Connect home page rather than Blackboard.) 
 
 Test Content & Format: 
 The Chapter Test contains exercises similar in format to the ones you complete in the  
 Workbook/Lab Manual.  Below is a detailed outline of the content and format of the test questions. 
 
 VOCABULARY: 
  *Write the opposite of the word given. Choose from a word bank. 
  *Complete sentences with vocabulary words from word bank. 
                
 Listening:   
  *Listen to statements and choose Cierto / Falso. 
   *Listen to statements and select the word from word bank that best describes  
                             how the person feels. 
  *Listen to descriptions of situations, and match with expressions that describe them. 
 
 GRAMMAR: 
 Complete blanks with the following: 
   *Conjugate verbs in a paragraph in the preterite, imperfect or present perfect tense 
          (In some cases, you will have to choose between ser or estar) 
  *2 part exercise:   
   (A) Conjugate verbs in the preterite  
   (B) Conjugate verbs in either the present indicative or present subjunctive  
  *Conjugate verbs in present indicative or present subjunctive within a paragraph 
  *Complete a paragraph with the correct command form for informal (tú) or  
                             formal (Ud. / Uds.) commands.  Indications of formal and informal forms are included  
                            for each answer; be sure to review the formation rules for each type.   
  
 DICTATION: 
 Listen to a sentence about the owners of Ruta Maya and copy the words you hear. 
 Each word in the sentence will be written in a separate “box.” 
 You may play the dictation as many times as necessary. 
 
 EXAMPLE: 
 YOU HEAR:     Los dueños de Ruta Maya quieren que sus clientes se diviertan. 

  YOU WRITE:    Los dueños de Ruta Maya quieren  que  sus clientes se diviertan. 

 


